Company/Showcase Hair
Assembly Line Hair Notes
All female dancers will be required to have Swarovski Crystal AB earrings, they may be available for
purchase from the Sweatshop front desk. Dancers’ dance shoes, including ballet shoes, tap shoes, and
lyrical shoes should be clean and free of scuffs, marks, fading, and/or holes. Finger nail/toe polish may
not be worn to competitions. A make-up list is provided on a separate document that can also be found on
the Member’s Page. Sweatshop Assembly Line’s “Company Hair” will be worn by ALL Sweatshop
ladies for all pieces unless otherwise noted: Slicked back, right part, LOW bun using appropriate sized
bun-maker, aka “doughnut”. Here are two quick online tutorials (varying slightly) that walk you through
how to achieve the hairstyle with a bun-maker (no tendrils will be worn); copy and paste links as needed.
Hair needs to be extremely secure and clean, nice straight parts, no fly-aways. Bun-makers are required,
not only do they ensure the buns are symmetrical, round, and clean, they rarely, if ever, fail to keep the
hair secure and looking tidy. BUN MAKERS ARE REQUIRED - all dancers are responsible for
acquiring the appropriate bunmaker for their hair based on size and color - we are trying to
achieve a medium sized bun as pictured below (if you have a lot of hair it may help to style while damp
to keep the bun from becoming too large and vice versa). Hairnets over the bun are REQUIRED!
Hair issues at competition (falling out, flyaways, just messy, etc) typically carry a minimum penalty of 5
points per occurrence, enough to take the team completely out of the running for high overall placements.
Please practice the hair style.

Hair Tutorials
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cc0DSFhYs0U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgDyBrx8ZZI
This is a great size guide (would like bun lower):
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